COMMENT

Threatening World Peace

FOR THE KOREAN PEOPLE, THE real nuclear crisis began long before Bush
made his notorious Union Address for 2002 describing Iraq-Iran and North
Korea as axis of evil. In 1950, live years after the atomic incineration of the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, US President Truman threatened the
use of atomic weapons in the Korean War. His successor President Eisenhower
repeated the threat three years later.
During the Korean War, General MacArthur ordered the US air force to turn
north Korea into a wasteland by destroying “every installation, factory, city and
village” and sought permission to drop some 50 atomic bombs on north Korea
and in north-east China.
Since that time, every single US President, without exception, has targeted the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) with nuclear weapons.
This is the reality that led the DPRK to develop a nuclear deterrent for selfdefence.
Yet, in contrast to the United States and Britain, who continue to build up their
nuclear arsenals in breach of their obligations under the nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT), the DPRK declared after its nuclear test in October
2006: “Although the DPRK conducted the nuclear test due to the US, it still
remains unchanged in its will to denuclearise the peninsula through dialogue and
negotiations...The DPRK clarified more than once that it would feel no need to
possess even a single nuke when it is no longer exposed to the US threat after it
has dropped its hostile policy toward the DPRK and confidence has been built
between the two countries.”
Any objective examination of the facts shows that it is the United States that
disturbs peace and threatens war on the Korean peninsula.
Today, restrained from militarily attacking the DPRK by its nuclear deterrent,
the United States is engaged in a talks process. Yet it refuses to drop its threats
and its attempts to intimidate and pressurise the DPRK by means of sanctions,
blockade, false and hostile propaganda, provocative military exercises, and so on.
Even whilst bogged down in Iraq and Afghanistan, it is doing everything in its
power to prepare for another war on the Korean peninsula and possibly for a
future conflict with China, whose rapid development also presents an obstacle to
US hegemonic ambitions.
If the anti-war movement is to be truly effective, it cannot remain indifferent
to Anglo-American warmongering in any part of the world. An injury to one is an
injury to all!
As with any other country, what of social and economic system the Korean people
choose is a matter for them and for them alone. Different opinions on such
questions must not be allowed to stand in the way of joint actions against war and
for peace, be it in Korea, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Yugoslavia or elsewhere.

